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 Welcome to “Week One” of your Femina Fusion Program. These 
two weeks we´re going to talk about “Talent” and “Passion.” We´re going 
to talk about the first dimension of your Femina Fusion Process. And 
this week we´re starting fresh and we are starting with passion.

 Now, what is passion?  For me, “Passion” is what wakes me up in 
the morning. Passion is something that gives me energy. I know when I 
am living my passion and I am in the area of my passion because I 
actually don't want to go to sleep. Have you ever experienced the times 
when you just did not want to go to sleep and you were so excited that 
you couldn't wait for the morning? I used to have it when I was small, a 
child, and then I forgot it. And until I rediscovered my passion few years 
ago, it didn´t happen. Now, I experience this when I just don’t want to go 
to sleep. If you want to live a sustainable, happy and fulfilled life, it´s 
absolutely critical to live your passion. You might have heard people say, 
“Oh, maybe you just have to get on with your life, not everyone can 
afford to live their passions.“

 That´s not true. They´re probably people who did not live their life 
with passion. It´s absolutely important for you that you invest your time 
and you look and uncover these areas. Passion is not something you 
have to go out of yourself and find, it´s all inside of us, it´s something we 
are born with. 
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Week 1: Passion Introduction Video

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ff20131401/ffaudio/WEEK-1-PASSION-FINAL.mp3
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ff20131401/ffaudio/WEEK-1-PASSION-FINAL.mp3


You may remember, when you were small and used to be excited in 
different areas in your life you just loved, and maybe something 
happened and you forgot about it. Or someone told you that’s not the 
right thing to do in life and you decided to focus your time somewhere 
else. But it's all inside us.

 So what I really want you to do this week. Just go out and inquire. 
You’ll have materials and information from us and guidance for you to 
use to focus on that. But just remember it's inside of you. It's something 
that you will rediscover. And when you will rediscover it, you need to 
give yourself permission to allow yourself to start living it. So go out 
there, have a great time, think about what you used to love when you 
were child, think about what makes you alive. Maybe you will realize that 
they are your hobbies. If you don't think you can create wealth and have 
your career around your hobbies, just give yourself the permission, be 
open-minded, keep inquiring and have fun. 

 So have a great time this week reconnecting to your passions. And 
start by clicking on the link below. And also remember to watch the 
video interviews. We've spent a lot of time preparing them. In the 
interviews, I'll be sharing with you the examples of how to reconnect 
with your passions, how you can work, what's the best way, and 
examples of women who live their passion. And that can be something 
that will really guide you this week.
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